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INTRODUCTION 

During the past fifteen years, use of two-dimensional com
puter input/output devices has become commonplace. Since 
the earliest uses of the light pen for target identification in air 
defense systems it has been obvious that two-dimensional 
input would be interesting and useful. A large number of 
two-dimensional tablets and digitizers have been developed 
and have come into quite effective use. These devices have 
made use of mechanical, electrical, magnetic, optical, and 
acoustic phenomena. (See bibliographical references.) 

More recently, the use of three-dimensional computer 
output devices has become prominent. It seemed obvious at 
first that corresponding three-dimensional computer input 
devices might be interesting and useful, but there has been 
no corresponding development of these devices. Rather, 
there has been a series of laboratory developments each with 
limited utility. A three-dimensional version of the Science 
Accessories Corporation acoustic tablet is the only commer
cially available three-dimensional input device with which we 
are acquainted.9 Why has there been no prominent develop
ment of three-dimensional input devices? Aside from the 
obvious reason that three-dimensional graphics is used less 
than two-dimensional graphics, there are three reasons why 
three-dimensional input is not more widespread. First, early 
experiments with three-dimensional graphics have shown that 
people are not very good at drawing in space without the 
support of a writing surface. The years of training that grade 
school children go through in learning to write do not facilitate 
three-dimensional input. Second, the measurement of three-
dimensional positions is substantially more difficult than that 
of two-dimensional positions. The measuring signals must 
travel through free space; the measuring device cannot be 
embedded in a surface. Finally, the coordinate conversion 
required to reduce the measurements actually taken to 
Cartesian coordinates is generally much more complex for a 
three-dimensional device. 

This paper describes another laboratory development of 
limited utility.2 We think this new device is interesting 

because, unlike previous devices which have measured the 
position of only a single point, it measures the positions of 
many three-dimensional points in such rapid succession that 
they appear to be measured simultaneously. We also feel that 
our novel approach to the coordinate conversion problem 
may be useful to others. 

BACKGROUND 

The earliest three-dimensional computer input device with 
which we are familiar is the Lincoln Wand, demonstrated by 
Lawrence G. Roberts in 1963.8 Roberts' device used an 
ultrasonic signal and four microphones mounted at the 
corners of a rectangle. The path lengths from the point 
source of sound to each microphone were determined by the 
arrival times of the pulse at each microphone. As Roberts 
showed in his paper, the rectangular arrangement of micro
phones made the coordinate conversion problem fairly easy. 

Concurrent with Roberts' work, Jack Raffel at Lincoln 
Laboratory proposed a photosensing device. Raffel's idea 
(never published) was to measure the ratio of the illumina
tion falling on two photocells placed at right angles to one 
another. This ratio is related to the angle of arrival of the 
light. The position of the light could be determined from 
three such measurements. As will be seen later in this paper, 
the coordinate conversion involved would not have been 
particularly difficult if handled by matrix methods. However, 
these methods were not available to Raffel at the time. 

An activity at M.I.T.10 for measuring three-dimensional 
position used the critical angle of acoustic radiation into three 
mutually perpendicular solid rods to obtain a measurement 
directly in the Cartesian coordinate system defined by the 
rods. The idea was that the difference of arrival times at the 
ends of each rod locates the pulse source on a plane per
pendicular to the rod and at a distance from its center 
proportional to the difference measured. 

More recently, A. Michael Noll has developed an electro
mechanical three-dimensional input device in conjunction 
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Figure 1—Disk 

with a stereo display.6 This device permits direct input in 
Cartesian coordinates and apparently works quite well. A 
group under Frederick Brooks at the University of North 
Carolina has been working on a combined three-dimensional 
input/output device. The device receives input from remotely 
controlled mechanical limbs, such as those used in handling 
radioactive materials.3 The device can be moved by man and 
by the computer, serving not only for three-dimensional 
input, but also as a force display. 

The most successful device now available is a three-
dimensional adaptation of the Science Accessories Corpora
tion acoustic tablet.9 This device measures the time required 
for sound to travel from a small spark source to each of three 
mutually orthogonal linear microphones. The arrival times 
indicate the position of the spark gap. However, the Science 
Accessories device has several weaknesses due primarily to 
the slow speed with which sound travels in air. Sampling is 
limited to about one hundred measurements per second for a 
reasonable working volume. Accuracy is limited to one part 

in five hundred due to the movement of air even in a quiet 
room. Finally, any object intervening between the sound 
source and a microphone will destroy the measurement. 

In addition to some difficulties in signal-to-noise ratio, 
accuracy, reliability, utility, etc., each of these devices 
measures the position of only a single point which may be 
moved. Our own interest in three-dimensional input de
veloped from use of the head-mounted display12 for which the 
position and orientation of the user's head must be sensed. 
For this purpose, the positions in space of at least three 
points must be measured simultaneously. Our early efforts to 
make these measurements acoustically (reported in Reference 
12) were never satisfactory. Instead, a mechanically coupled 
head-position sensor has been used. The Twinkle Box, with 
three lights attached to a cap, could replace the bulky, 
mechanical headgear. Other lights could be attached to the 
fingertips or body to allow the user to interact with objects 
viewed through the head-mounted display. 

The ability to sense the positions of many points in space 
provides for a new kind of three-dimensional input. Rather 
than drawing with the point of a three-dimensional pencil, a 
user might make broad gestures using his fingers separately. 
He might grasp objects to move them, indicate sizes by 
gesturing with his two hands, or otherwise make use of the 
many three-dimensional motions with which humans (par
ticularly Frenchmen and Italians) are said to communicate. 
Possible use in animation comes to mind as a result of the 
growing capability of computers to provide realistic perspec
tive pictures. The ability to effectively measure real body 
motions with a device such as the Twinkle Box should 
materially aid in defining the kinds of (realistic) motions 
which could be imparted to the animated objects or char
acters. We are hopeful that the ability to measure many 
points in space will overcome the well-known inability of 
people to draw in three dimensions with a free stylus. 

DETECTORS 

Most people who see the Twinkle Box immediately ask 
why television camera technology has not been used. The 

Figure 2—Optical arrangement Figure 3—Detector-pair and housing 
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Figure 4—Diode matrix 

choice of one-dimensional scanning rather than two-dimen
sional television type scanning is, in fact, the principal idea 
in the Twinkle Box design. With similar video bandwidth, 
hundreds of one-dimensional scans can be made in the time 
required for a single two-dimensional scan. The higher 
scanning rate makes it possible to distinguish among many-
light sources by turning on only one light during any one 
scan. Because only a single light is on at any one time, one-
dimensional scans from at least three locations provide an 
unambiguous measure of position. To measure the positions 
of an equivalent number of lights using two-dimensional 
scanning would require a very complicated program which 
could match up the individual lights seen in one TV image 
with those seen in another image, since many lights would 
appear simultaneously in each image. 

The Twinkle Box scanners are mechanical. Each detector-
pair uses a 22-inch diameter disk with 32 radial slits cut near 
the edge (Figure 1). The disk rotates at 3500 rpm to provide 
for 1900 scans each second. Four detector-pair units are 
mounted in the four upper corners of a room to provide for full 
coverage of the room. An improved design would use some 

kind of electronic scanning, but mechanical scanning is 
sufficient to demonstrate capability. 

A wide angle lens in front of the scanning disk forms a 
two-dimensional image of the room in the plane of the disk. 
When a single light is activated, this image is a single point 
of light which can pass through the disk only when a slit is 
properly positioned. Behind the disk, a Fresnel lens and a 
condensing lens gather light which has penetrated the slit and 
direct it into a photomultiplier. This optical arrangement is 
shown in Figure 2. 

For a given orientation of the disk, the photomultiplier is 
sensitive to any light which lies in a plane defined by a 
particular slit and the center of the objective lens. As the disk 
rotates, the plane sweeps through the working volume of the 
detector. The coefficients of the plane equation are deter
mined by the position of the slit which is determined by the 
time at which a pulse of light is sensed. The times at which 
each of three detectors sees a particular light determine three 
plane equations whose simultaneous solution is the position 
of the light. 

Because the plane of sensitivity is determined by the 
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Figure 5—Lamp pack and user 

position of a radial slit and the center of the objective lens, 
one might think that accurate knowledge of the disk dimen
sions, the focal length of the lens, the axis of rotation, and the 
position of the detector would be required to determine a 
plane equation relative to a standard reference frame. More
over, one might think that very complicated geometric 
computations would be involved. As we shall see in a later 
section, all of the necessary geometric unknowns can be 
expressed in a single matrix problem. Moreover, the requisite 
geometric measurements can be performed at once by a 
simple calibration procedure using only the known positions 
of seven or more lights. The calibration procedure directly 
determines not only the relative positions and orientations of 
the detectors in the room, but also the effects of the focal 
length of the objective lenses, and the positions and orienta
tions of these lenses relative to the associated axes of disk 
rotation. 

Some reference time must be established if the time at 
which light strikes the photomultiplier is to be converted into 
a slit position. An auxiliary photodetector with a fixed light 
source determines the time at which a slit reaches a reference 
position during each scan. This reference assembly also 
provides an input for measuring variation in rotational 
speed. 

Two detectors share each rotating disk. The two detectors 
are placed roughly 90° apart around the periphery of the disk 
so that their scanning planes are approximately at right 
angles to one another. The two detectors are placed near the 
lower left and lower right parts of a disk. With the detectors 
mounted just below ceiling level (Figure 3), each detector can 
view a large volume of the room. A pair of detectors is 

mounted in each upper corner of the room which measures 
roughly twenty feet on a side. Wide angle lenses with fields of 
view of approximately 90° provide complete coverage of the 
volume of the room. 

LIGHT SOURCES 

The high switching rate required to turn on each light for 
only one scan virtually requires that light-emitting diodes be 
used. Since the duty cycle of each light is relatively low, the 
light-emitting diodes can be severely overdriven. Unidirec
tional conductivity permits an 8X8 array of light-emitting 
diodes to be driven with just 16 drivers (Figure 4). A lamp 
pack with the necessary drive circuitry and jacks for eight 
groups of eight lights each has been assembled. The light
weight lamp pack may be wrorn on a user's belt (Figure 5). 

There is a tradeoff between scanning rate, resolution, and 
the amount of light wThich falls on a photocell. To get a high 
scanning rate, the disk turns at 3500 rpm. To get high 
resolution, we have made the slits quite narrow, 0.3 mm in a 
35 mm image. As a result, very little light actually gets from 
a single lamp into the photocell. Adequate sensitivity in solid 
state photodetectors was not available, so photomultipliers 
are used. Efforts to maximize lamp brightness and photo-
multiplier sensitivity have payed off in acceptable per
formance. Of course, a design using electronic rather than 
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Figure 6—Perspective projection from the lens image into time space 
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mechanical scanning would have to face these same sensi
tivity problems. 

Figure 7—Calculation of the transformation matrix T 
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COORDINATE CONVERSION 

A simple matrix formulation of the computation of 
Cartesian coordinates from the time measurements is possible 
because a perspective projection is involved. Obviously the 
projection from the room space through the lens into the 
plane of the disk is a perspective projection. We can think 
of this image as being further projected into the space of time 
measurement by a projection centered at the axis of the 
spinning disk (Figure 6). This is again a perspective pro
jection. In fact, the total projection from room coordinates 
into time space is a perspective projection. Using homoge
neous coordinates it may be represented as 

[X Y Z 1] 

and 

til £l2 tl2 tu 

U.1 ^22 ^23 ^24 

^31 ^32 £33 £34 

^41 £42 £43 tu_ 

= {x y z w~\ (1) 

Figure 7(b) 

where \_X Y Z 1] represents the room coordinates of alight, 
the Uj are terms in a matrix related to the position, orienta
tion, and dimensions of a detector, \_x y z w~\ are inter
mediate variables, and U is the time measurement made for 
that light. 

Only a single measurement is made on the final perspective 
projection. Hence, only a single output variable U exists. The 
intermediate variables y and z play no part in the expression 
and these two columns of the matrix are irrelevant. As we 
learned in digitizing photographs7 it is convenient to drop 
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these two columns and rewrite the expression as: 

and 

which can be written 

[X Y Z 1] 
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U = 

tuX+tnY+tslZ+t41= U(tuX+UaY+tnZ+tv). (2a) 

The final expression can be thought of in three ways, de
pending upon what is known. If we know the position of a 
detector (the Uj) and the position of a light (X Y Z 1), 
we can use this expression to compute the time U (a useless 
computation). If we know the position of the light (X Y Z 1) 
and the time measurement U we can compute the coefficients 
of one equation involving the unknown elements of the matrix 
T, and have the basis of a calibration procedure. Finally, if 
we know the position of a detector (the Uj) and a time U, 
we can equally well compute the coefficients of a plane 
equation involving X, Y, and Z. 

(tu-ti2U)X+(h1-k2U)Y+(h1-ts2U)Z+(Ui-ti2)=0 

(2b) 
° r aX+bY+cZ+d=0 

This is the basic equation for coordinate conversion. 
The calibration procedure deduces the elements of the 

matrix T from the times at which seven or more lights with 
known X Y Z coordinates were sensed. The system of 

equations is shown in Figure 7. Since the scale factor of the 
Uj is arbitrary, one of the Uj may be specified and seven equa
tions suffice. When more than seven reference lights are used, 
a least mean squared approximation is made to the resulting 
system of equations, as shown in Figure 8. This additional 
input avoids ill-conditioning in the system and reduces the 
effects of errors in the measurement of the positions of the 
reference lights. Since the values of the Uj do not change, the 
calculation of the Uj and the 7X7 matrix inversion implied 
in Figure 7 need be performed only once. 

The coordinate conversion procedure to determine the 
three-dimensional position of a light source involves the 
simultaneous solution of the plane equations determined by 
each detector. As light sources move about the room each is 
visible to different detectors. As long as at least three de
tectors see a light, three plane equations can be determined 
and the position of the light can be deduced. If more than 
three detectors see a light, a least mean squared error fit 
can be computed. 
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where the a;, bi} c,-, and d{ are the plane coefficients for the ith. 
detector. For example, a,- = tn—tnU where the t's are elements 
of the previously computed matrix for the ith detector, and 
the time U is the time measured by the ith detector. Note 
that the plane coefficients are simply linear combinations of 
the t's and U, and thus are easily found from time measure
ments. 

Because of the arrangement of detectors and the least 
mean squared error fit which accommodates redundant in
formation, no difficulties are caused by parallel or nearly 
parallel planes. Most of the calculation time is involved in 
computing the summations of Equation 3. Note that we have 
not incurred the difficult calculations which one might expect 
to be associated with the complex motion through space of 
several scanning planes determined by several detectors 
whose positions, orientations, and dimensions are arbitrary. 
In practice, however, even the simple calculations which are 
required cannot be handled by a general-purpose computer 
sufficiently fast to keep up with the very many simultaneous 
measurements of lights. Equipment appropriate to handle 
these computations could be built easily. At present the 
problem is solved by generating information no faster than 
it can be handled. 

OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

In the short time that the Twinkle Box has been in use, 
several demonstrations of its capability have been made. No 
particular technical ability has been required to use the 
device. Real-time sensing and conversion of a single point 
source of light has been shown to be quite practical. However, 
no practical applications have been made. Positions of 
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multiple lights have been determined in real time at a rate 
of 61 points per second. Data recording for 925 light positions 
per second with off-line computation of Cartesian coordinates 
has also been accomplished. The accuracy of the system has 
been determined by moving lights about the room at fixed 
distances from one another, and measuring separation. The 
standard deviation of the error from zero has been deter
mined to be 7.3 mm, due primarily to time jitter on the 
photomultiplier pulses. 

The design has three major deficiencies resulting from the 
mechanical scanners. First, in order to spin the 22-inch disk 
at 3500 rpm, a two-horsepower motor is required. A great 
deal of noise, vibration, and heat is generated. With four 
motors running, the room becomes unpleasant to work in. 
Second, the high starting load presented by disk windage in 
a housing which does not fit tightly about the disk forced us 
to use induction motors. Because the disks do not rotate 
phase-locked, each light must be activated for the time period 
of two scans (one millisecond). This guarantees that the light 
is on at the beginning, during, and at the end of at least one 
complete scan by each detector. Were the disks to rotate 
phase-locked, we could double the data collection rate. 
Finally, in spite of considerable care in the production and 
assembly of the disks, pulse times determined by different 
slits for a stationary light are distributed in time. Because the 
pattern of distribution repeats for each revolution of the disk, 
we attribute it to nonconcentricity of the disk and motor-
shaft, and to errors in slit placement. A correction table has 
been built and is used at run-time after several sequential 
reference pulses are received. A design allowing for con
tinuous input by each reference sensor, to indicate which slits 
are scanning the images of the room, would obviate this 
deficiency. 

There is considerable optical distortion in the wide-angle 
lenses chosen for the detectors.* This distortion causes 
inaccuracies in the measurement of positions. The magnitude 
of these inaccuracies is a function of the position of a light 
source relative to the calibration lights and relative to the 
optical axes of the objective lenses. Measurements near the 
calibration lights and near the intersection of several optical 
axes are quite accurate; accuracy deteriorates with increased 
separation. Efforts have been made to correct lens distortion. 
However, only a single dimension is measured by each 
detector. Unless corrections are made using data from more 
than one detector, these efforts can at most decrease the 
magnitude of errors by a factor of three. 

An additional source of error is attributed to the fact that 
different detectors may see a light at different times. In this 
case, nonsimultaneous data are gathered. Similarly, different 
lights are measured at different times. Obviously, the actual 
time at which a detector sees a light is known, as is the time 
at which various lights are measured, for this is the basic 
measurement. Some correction might presumably be made. 

* Vivitar Auto-Preset, f.l. 20 mm, F3.8 lenses are used. Linear distances 
are diminished up to 5.89 percent by regular distortion at the edge of a 
lens and up to ±1.2 percent by irregular, randomly located distortion. 

POSSIBLE FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Henry Fuchs* has discovered that reflected light from a 
laser beam provides an adequate input to the Twinkle Box 
detectors. It is possible, therefore, to think of a device which 
would deflect a laser beam in two dimensions. The Twinkle 
Box could then sense the reflected light in one dimension. 
Such a device could easily measure the three-dimensional 
profiles of objects such as people's faces, and thus provide a 
new form of input. Two-dimensional deflection of a laser beam 
using mirror galvanometers appears to be quite practical. 
Since the Twinkle Box detectors are placed about the room, 
the object (s) to be scanned could be positioned at random. 

It is possible to think in terms of reversing the Twinkle 
Box detectors and light sources. In such a reversed system, 
several one-dimensional scanning projectors would provide 
illumination in sequence to small photocells whose positions 
would be measured. Each projector would sweep the working 
volume with a plane of light moving in one dimension, and 
each photocell would report the times at which it sensed 
light. The mathematical computations required for co
ordinate conversion would be identical to those for the 
Twinkle Box. There are several possible advantages to such a 
reversed system. First, as much light as desired could be 
transmitted. Second, because parallel sensing of light pulses 
at each photocell could be provided, a much lower scanning 
rate could be used to measure as many positions as there are 
photocells. Using simpler scanners, scanning rates of 100 per 
second rather than 2000 would suffice. Finally, because no 
room image would be formed in a detector, the need for wide 
angle lenses with their associated distortion could be avoided. 
Light columnization could be accomplished by baffles and 
lenses. The disadvantage of the reversed system is the in
creased electronic complexity of providing 50 to 100 photo
cells each capable of reporting the time of a light pulse. 
Modern solid state photocells, amplifiers, and integrated 
circuitry appear, however, to make such a design worth 
serious consideration. 

* University of Utah. 
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